your diy
“It seemed like a
waste just to park our
cars here,” D’Orsay
says of her Hollywood
Hills garage turned
studio. When she does
roll her wheels in, she
stashes gear in
IKEA wall-mounted
cabinets.
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Actress Brooke D’Orsay, from USA Network’s Royal Pains, shows how you

gym

can create an exercise space without spending a ton.

“Even if
I have only
15 minutes, I
knock out some
toning moves
or get in a burst
of cardio. I
have no excuse
not to stay in
shape!”

It could be
raining out, but
you can still
hop on your
bike and spin.

pimp your
space
Use these tips to make the
most of your slim-down digs:
Do it with mirrors. They turn a
claustrophobic space into an
airy studio by reflecting light
and expanding the view. D’Orsay
splurged and hung two 5-footby-8-foot panels for about $450
apiece, so she wouldn’t feel as
if she were pumping iron in a
mechanic’s shop. If covering
a wall is too pricey, look to IKEA,
which sells full-length versions
for less than $100. Position a
mirror near your weights so you
can check your form.
Wake up that wall. Paint
a surface, or just a strip, an
inspiring color that invites you to
work out. Then hang decorative
hooks to hold bands and jump
ropes. Leaving them on display
reminds you to use them.
Lay down a fit-friendly floor.
Your workout surface should
be kind to joints (shockabsorbent), keep you and
your gear stable, and look good.
Cover your exercise area in
easy-to-connect tiles in any
color you dang well please.
(See above right for cool picks.)
Light your way. Standing floor
lamps with a built-in dimmer
or track lighting wired with a
dimmer switch (no electrician
needed!) puts you in charge
of mood control. Go bright for
high-energy kickboxing, low
for relaxing yoga.
Treat yourself. Stock a small
roller cart with water bottles,
towels and scented wipes for
a postworkout refresher. You’ll
get the benefits of a locker
room without the naked people!
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Park yourself in
your garage gym
and do a cardio or
quick toning session,
even with the door
open for light and
air. Your body
needs more TLC than
your vehicle!

gear you’ve gotta have
If we created a dream home gym,
this is what we’d stock it with.
SMART STORAGE

Each dumbbell
adjusts from
2½ to 12½ pounds.
Weider Speed
Weight, $98;
Walmart.com

SPLURGE!

Power-Plyo Boxes
are so versatile,
they’re worth
the price. $105 to
$130 for 6- to
18-inch heights;
PowerSystems
.com

SLIDE AND SLIM

Enormous treadmill
a no-go? You can
get your cardio fix
doing mountain
climbers on
these disks from
Gliding Disc.
$18; Spri.com

NATURAL HIGH

Paint a wall blue—
it’s a subtle
reminder that the
sky’s the limit and
that if anybody
can bust through a
plateau, it’s you!

be inspired

Prop your place with pretty things—
they’ll make exercise feel totally chic.

BE-LEAF IT!

Green taps into
the restorative power
of nature, making
you feel recharged.
Pick a semigloss
or eggshell finish for
easy cleaning.

STEP ON IT

Vinyl tiles come in
a range of colors
and patterns. Click
’em together to fill
any space. $6 each;
MyGymFloor.com

BASKET CASE

LEAN MACHINE

Stash tools in this
cheery bin. Resin
straps cover a
steel frame, so
stuff stays tucked
in safely. $17;
LandOfNod.com

PILLOW TALK

Pipe in tunes from
your iPod with
this teeny but
powerful speaker/
radio. iPal,
$220; TivoliAudio
.com

A colorful reminder
to get your
couch-potato ass
moving? Yep! $99;
Alexandra
Ferguson.com

CATCH ON

NICE RACK

We like soft
medicine balls for
moves that
require tossing,
twisting and
swinging. Reebok,
$15 to $25;
Amazon.com

Into high reps with
light weights?
This mini-tower
includes 2-, 3-, and
5-pounders. Tone
Fitness Hourglass
dumbbell set, $30;
Amazon.com

KILLER CARDIO

Pop your bike on
this stand as D’Orsay
does to ride inside.
Cyclone, $239;
KurtKinetic.com

SPACE SAVER

Easy-to-store
bands offer
weightlike tension.
SPRI Xertube,
$15 to $19 each;
Spri.com
MAT MUST

If you’re a sweater
(and we’re not talking
cashmere), you need
the Gaiam Sol Jala
mat. It’s textured to
prevent slippage.
$60; Amazon.com

BE A BALLER

Traditional stability
balls are jealous
of the SPRI Stediball.
It’s weighted,
so you never have to
chase it down. $70;
Spri.com

